**To:** ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK  
**From:** R.A. DALLAIRE  
**Internal Distribution:**  
**Fax:** (212) 963 9053  
**Fax:** (250) 84265  
**Subject:** DAILY SITREP 2S1900B JUN TO 260600B JUN 94.

**Number Of Pages, Including This Cover:** Four

**Direct:**

1. **Please find attached the daily sitrep for the mentioned period.**

2. **Regards.**
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 231800H JUN TO 260600H JUN 94.

1. OAH SITUATION. THE GENERAL SITUATION WAS OBSERVED TO BE RELATIVELY QUIET DURING THE PERIOD. HOWEVER, INTERMITTENT SHELLING AND SAS FIRE CONTINUED IN THE WESTERN PART OF THE CITY. THE MAIN AREAS OF FIGHTING WERE AROUND KACHYRU, KIMIHURURA, GIKONDO, NYAMIRAMBO AND AROUND HOTEL MILLIE COLLINES. MILITIA AND INTERHAB: ACTIVITIES CONTINUE TO BE ON THE INCREASE. THERE IS NO CHANGE IN THE SITUATION IN THE NORTH AND IN THE SOUTH. A MEDALS PRESENTATION PARADE IS PLANNED FOR THIS MORNING TO AWARD MEDALS TO OBSERVING OFFICERS AND MENG. TWO MIBOS ESCORT TEAMS LEFT FOR KIGITUMBA THIS MORNING WITH PERSONNEL PROCEEDING TO NAIROBI VIA ENTERBE. THE DFC IS SCHEDULED TO MEET COS RGF LATER TODAY. REPORTS RECEIVED INDICATE THAT THE FRENCH TROOPS HAVE STARTED DEPLOYING IN THE WESTERN PART OF THE COUNTRY.

2. POLITICAL ACTIVITIES. THE DEBATE ON THE FRENCH INTERVENTION CONTINUES.

3. FACTIONAL ACTIVITIES.

A. RPF. THE RPF SQUEEZE ON THE CITY CONTINUES. EXCHANGED FIRE WITH RGF/PRESIDENTIAL GUARDS IN KIMIHURURA, GIKONDO AND NYAMIRAMBO USING ARTY/MORTAR, ENG AND SAS FIRE. NO CHANGES REPORTED IN THEIR DISPOSITION IN THE NORTH AND SOUTH.

B. RGM. CONTINUE TO ABSORB RPF PRESSURE OVER NIGHT AND EARLY THIS MORNING FROM THEIR POSITIONS IN KIMIHURURA, KACHYRU, GIKONDO AND NYAMIRAMBO. SEEMS TO BE LOGGING MORE GROUNDS IN THE WESTERN PARTS OF THE CITY BUT ARE STILL FIGHTING AND HOLDING ON TO SOME DOMINATING GROUNDS IN PARTS OF THE CITY. THERE IS NO CHANGE IN THEIR DISPOSITIONS IN THE NORTH AND SOUTH.

C. MILITIA. CONTINUE TO CONTROL AND MAN ROAD BLOCKS AND CHECKPOINTS IN RGF HELD AREAS WHERE THEY CONTINUE TO BE A THREAT TO THE CIVILIAN POPULATION. THEY APPEAR TO HAVE A REVEALED CONFIDENCE AS A RESULT OF THE ARRIVAL IN RWANDA OF THE FRENCH TROOPS.

4. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES.

A. FORCE HQ. NORMAL ROUTINE WORK WAS CONDUCTED DURING THE PERIOD. FC HELD HIS STAFF BRIEF AT 1900 HRS. THE FC WILL PRESENT UN MEDALS TO DESERVING PERSONNEL AT A SHORT PARADE THIS MORNING.

B. UNCPDF: AREA OF OPERATION REMAINED CALM. CONDUCTED ROUTINE PATROLS. NOTHING SIGNIFICANT TO REPORT.